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Everyone in business is either a Hunter or 
a Farmer. The working style that fits you 
best isn’t really a matter of choice, nor is 
it determined by your job description. It 
is ingrained by eons of cultural evolution.

The working styles of a hunter and 
farmer are markedly different. Hunters 
are linear. It is their nature to focus on 
the kill. A hunter moves towards a goal, 
and on reaching it begins to immediately 
look for another objective to accomplish. 
A farmer’s work is cyclical, tracking the 

seasons from planting to harvest. Their 
evolutionary traits apply to an office envi-
ronment as well as the outdoors. 

Ten thousand years ago we were all 
hunters. Until humans developed 
agriculture, hunting was the only way 
we survived. Those whose job it was 
to hunt for the tribe knew that failure 
wasn’t an option. They persevered 
through fatigue and bad weather until 
they had accomplished the objective—
bringing home food for everyone. 

As mankind started farming and domesti-
cating animals, nomadic tribes were able 
to settle in one place, build permanent 
living quarters and begin developing so-
cieties. Skilled workers could specialize in 
pottery or tool-making, and tribes began 
trading goods with each other. Hunt-
ing kept people alive, but farming built 
civilizations. As villages grew into cities, 
the majority of their populations became 
involved in growing, transporting and dis-
tributing agricultural products. Hunting 
was relegated to a sport.
 
The cyclical nature of farming, tilling, sow-
ing, tending and harvesting have morphed 
into the business cycle of planning, 
budgeting, implementation and measur-
ing the results. Just as the populations of 
cities focused on farming, the majority of 
employees in any business are dedicated 
to production, along with managing and 
tracking the production of others. Hunt-
ing is left to a small minority; the entrepre-
neurs, salespeople, executives and creative 
talent whose jobs are to look ahead and 
focus on the next objective.

For business owners and leaders, the 
challenge is to support the linear atti-
tudes of a hunter in a business environ-
ment that concentrates on the cyclical 
tasks of farming. Computerization has 
given managers exponentially more data 
to track and measure, but management 
is by its nature farming, and manage-
ment books promote farming method-
ologies. Balanced scorecards, six sigma 
quality and ISO 9000 are valuable tools, 
but for the typical hunter, they pose a 
problem…they are boring.

Thousands of business hunters spend 
millions of hours each year trying to mas-
ter the intricacies of process and proce-
dure without understanding why they are 
doomed to fail. They start to implement 
an initiative, but then become drawn to 
the “next big thing,” or simply lose inter-
est in the effort and let things slide. They 
aren’t excited by potential for incremen-
tal improvement, but rather by the new-
ness of the latest management fad. They 
enjoy building new things, but don’t fare 
as well in managing them. Their inability 
to follow through makes them think of 
themselves as “bad” business people. 

The real problem is letting dynamic, 
creative problem solvers waste time 
and energy trying to adopt a style that 
doesn’t suit them. How much more 
productive could your business be if 
everyone, including you, worked only on 
things they enjoyed?

The stereotypical example is that of a 
top salesperson who is promoted to sales 
manager. The salesperson is a hunter. 
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She enjoys working independently and 
“bringing the meat” of a closed deal. It 
isn’t hard to understand why moving 
her into a manager’s role is counterpro-
ductive. She has no inclination to over-
see the work of others, prepare reports, 
or think about improving the sales 
process. She wants to hunt, and manag-
ing is the farthest thing from hunting.

Of course, the opposite is also true. Take 
the case of an excellent controller who 
has advanced to Chief Financial Officer. 
As a controller, he was focused on detail 
and deadlines. Measuring and analyzing 
were his core competencies. Faced with 
the prospective-looking duties of the 
CFO role, forecasting, projecting, and 
seeking new financial opportunities; he 
is lost. The mere fact that both positions 
involve financial skills doesn’t make 
them interchangeable.
 
Most job descriptions involve both some 
hunting and some farming. One job 
recruiter once remarked that “When 
job descriptions require strength in 
both styles; you begin seeking a ‘flying 
mermaid’ to fill the position.” That’s 
someone who is willing to do detailed 

and repetitive work all morning, such as 
balancing accounts and data entry, then 
shift to an aggressive sales job in the 
afternoon. Even if you could find some-
one willing to take on a flying mermaid 
job, the odds of achieving success in 
both roles are nil.

Farmers far outnumber hunters in most 
organizations. Regardless of the owner’s 
natural style, however, it’s a mistake to 
seek out similar people for management 
responsibility. We all want to interact 
with people who understand us, but 
duplicated personality traits come with 
two pitfalls. The first is when the two 
of you agree on a course of action, it 
may be because it’s the best decision, or 
merely because you just have the same 
point of view. Including someone who 
sees things differently than you do in 
your decision-making team creates better 
debate and more options. Two hunters 
together may skip critical details, while 
two farmers could be putting too much 
emphasis on avoiding risk.

The second pitfall is that the managerial 
duties you tend to shun personally also 
don’t receive much attention from your 

key manager. Two farmers might focus on 
process over marketing initiatives, or two 
hunters may spend their time driving sales 
without looking at production efficiencies.

Hunters have always needed farmers. 
They keep things together when the 
hunter is off chasing the next objective, 
and make incremental improvements 
through the business cycle. Farmers 
depend on hunters to create new oppor-
tunities and develop a long-term vision. 
Both are necessary, and neither is nearly 
as effective without the other.
 
John F. Dini is a coach, consultant, speaker 
and author of Hunting in a Farmer’s World, 

Celebrating the Mind of 
an Entrepreneur (winner 
of the New York Book 
Festival’s “Best Busi-
ness Book”), 11 Things 
You Absolutely Need to 
Know About Selling Your 
Business, and Beating 
the Boomer Bust. Rec-
ognized as one of the 
nation’s leading experts 
on business ownership, 
John has delivered over 

10,000 hours of face-to-face, personal advice 
to entrepreneurs. For more information on 
John F. Dini, please visit www.johnfdini.com.

By Walt Grassl

Many talented people feel that they do 
not have anything new to learn in their 
chosen field. They believe what got 
them there is enough.

Those who are determined and who 
work hard often spend a lot of time and 
effort to learn new skills and maintain 
their existing ones. They display the 
most current knowledge of new tech-
nology and ideas. Having employees 
who will improve themselves over and 
above the company-sponsored training 
is critical to an organization wanting to 
innovate and improve.

Eleven years ago, Ben got a job working 
in the mail room at a local business dur-
ing the summer before starting college. 
The company had been in existence for 

over sixty years and was currently being 
led by Jack—a long-time employee and 
company legend who started in the mail-
room. Three weeks into the job, on his 
way from the basement to the top floor, 
the elevator stopped and who should 
enter the elevator but Jack. He smiled 
at Ben, introduced himself, and men-
tioned that he started out in the mail 
room. Ben was a little star struck, but as 
they both exited the elevator, Ben asked 
if Jack had any advice for him. 

“Never stop educating yourself,” Jack 
said. “In fact, come into my office and 
let me elaborate. I have 15 minutes 
before my next meeting.” 

Jack proceeded to share these five pillars 
for continued education: 

1. You are responsible for your education

You alone are responsible for your edu-
cation. Whether or not it makes sense 
to invest in a formal education, there are 
free and for-fee learning opportunities 
available to everyone. The public library 
and the Internet are two examples. 

Another invaluable source of education 
is through people. Spend time with 
people who can do things that you can’t. 
It may mean volunteering to stay late to 
observe someone, going to lunch with 
more experienced associates or finding 
a mentor. 

You can also learn by taking on chal-
lenging assignments that are above your 
skill level. Discuss the help you will 
need to be successful and the company 
leadership may reward your initiative by 
providing an experienced staff member 
to oversee your on-the-job training.
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